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Hyperovals and Unitals in Figueroa Planes
MARIALUISA J. DE RESMINI AND NICHOLAS HAMILTON
In [3], W. M. Cherowitzo constructed ovals in all finite Figueroa planes of odd order. Here a class
of hyperovals is constructed in the finite Figueroa planes of even order. These hyperovals are inherited
from regular hyperovals in the associated desarguesian planes. It is also shown that all Figueroa planes
of finite square order possess a unitary polarity, and hence admit unitals.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a finite projective plane of order q, a k-arc is a set of k points no three of which are
collinear [9]. A k-arc is complete if it is not contained in a .kC1/-arc. The maximum number
of points a k-arc can have is q C 2 if q is even, and q C 1 if q is odd. A .q C 1/-arc is known
as an oval. A .q C 2/-arc is known as a hyperoval, in which case every line meets the set in 0
or 2 points. Every oval completes to a hyperoval if q is even.
A unital in a projective plane of order q2 is a set U of q3 C 1 points such that every line
meets U either in one point or in qC 1 points. A line is called tangent if it meets the unital in
one point, otherwise it is secant. The set of tangent lines to a unital form a unital in the dual
plane called the dual unital. See Section 4 for more on unitals.
The finite Figueroa planes are a class of projective planes of order q3, with q > 2 a prime
power. In the original paper [6], the value of q was restricted, but this restriction was removed
in [8]. The description of the planes in [6, 8] was algebraic, but T. Grundho¨fer has given a
synthetic construction in [7] which is described in Section 2.
In [3], W. M. Cherowitzo constructed a class of ovals called the Ovali di Roma in finite
Figueroa planes of odd order. In [10], Julia M. Nowlin Brown showed that the Ovali di Roma
could be described as the absolute points of a particular polarity of the plane, and that the
ovals could be generalized to infinite Figueroa planes of characteristic not two.
In the present paper hyperovals are constructed in the finite Figueroa planes of even order
(Section 3), and using techniques similar to those in [10] it is shown that all finite Figueroa
planes admit a unitary polarity and hence contain unitals (Section 4).
2. CONSTRUCTION OF FIGUEROA PLANES OF FINITE ORDER
Let PG.2; q3/ be the desarguesian projective plane of order q3, over the finite field GF.q3/.
Let  be a planar collineation of order 3 of PG.2; q3/. Then the points and lines of PG.2; q3/
fall into three disjoint classes according to the structure of their orbit under . For a point P ,
P is
8<:
type I; if P D P ,
type II; if P; P; P2 are collinear and distinct,
type III; if P; P; P2 are not collinear.
Line types are defined dually.
Define an involutory bijection  between the points of type III and the lines of type III as
follows: for a point P and line l, both type III,
P D PP2 ; l D l \ l2 :
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Let P be the set of points and L the set of lines of PG.2; q3/. Define a new incidence
structure Fig.q3/ D .P;L; IF / in terms of the incidence I of PG.2; q3/:
P IFl ,

l I P; if P and l are both of type III,
P Il; otherwise;
then Fig.q3/ is a projective plane, and is the Figueroa plane of order q3 [7]. For q > 2 such
a plane is non-desarguesian.
Note that the points and lines of type I form a desarguesian subplane of order q of both
PG.2; q3/ and Fig.q3/ referred to as the fixed subplane. If the collineation group of the fixed
subplane is denoted by A, then the collineation group of Fig.q3/ is given by hio A [5, 8].
3. HYPEROVALS IN FIGUEROA PLANES
In PG.2; q/ the points of a non-degenerate conic form an oval, and if q is even, the points
of a non-degenerate conic together with a unique further point, its nucleus, form a hyperoval
which is called regular.
THEOREM 1. Let H be a regular hyperoval in PG.2; q3/, q > 2 even. Let  be a planar
collineation of order 3 acting on the plane in the usual way. If H is stabilized by  then H is
a hyperoval in the Figueroa plane Fig.q3/ of order q3 determined by .
PROOF. We show that every line of Fig.q3/ meets the set of points of H in at most two
points.
Note that H can contain no type II points (since the orbit under  of a type II point consists
of three collinear points). It is also clear from the following that H meets the fixed subplane in
a hyperoval of the subplane. The stabilizer of the regular hyperoval in the collineation group
of PG.2; q3/ fixes the nucleus [9]. Hence for a regular hyperoval to be stabilized by  the
hyperoval must meet the fixed subplane in at least the nucleus. The lines of type I (fixed lines)
on the nucleus must all meet the hyperoval in a further type I point, and so the fixed subplane
meets the hyperoval in a hyperoval of the subplane.
The incidence in Fig.q3/ between points of any type and lines of type I or II is the same as
in PG.2; q3/, so every line of type I or II meets the set of points of H in at most two points.
It remains to be shown that every line of type III in Fig.q3/ meets the type III points of H in,
at most, two points.
Let l be a line of type III with P D l, then either P 2 H or P 62 H. We consider these
cases separately.
Case 1. P 2 H. Since H is stabilized by , the points P and P2 are points of H, and l
is the line joining these two points (in PG.2; q3/). It follows that in Fig.q3/ l is incident with
the points P and P2 , but not with P . Suppose that l is incident in Fig.q3/ with some point
Q 2 H − fP; P; P2g. Then P I Q, i.e. in PG.2; q3/ the line Q meets H in at least the
three points P; Q; Q2 . (Q is indeed of type III as it is on H and cannot be of type I, since
this would imply that both l and l2 are incident with both P D l \ l2 and Q D Q D Q2 .
Hence, l D l2 which contradicts that l is of type III.) This contradicts H being a hyperoval
in PG.2; q3/, and so it must be that l meets H in Fig.q3/ in only the points P , P2 .
Case 2. P 62 H. We require the following well known results (see, for instance, [2]).
LEMMA 1 (PASCAL). Let .A; B;C; R; S; T / be an ordered set of six distinct points of an
(irreducible) conic in a pappian plane. Let AR be the line incident with the points A and R,
and similarly for other pairs of points. Let X be the point of intersection of AS and B R, Y the
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point of intersection of AT and C R, and Z the point of intersection of C S and BT . Then X ,
Y and Z are collinear.
We shall call X , Y and Z the Pascal points with respect to the ordered hexagon
.A; B;C; R; S; T /.
LEMMA 2. Let A, B, C and D be four distinct points of a non-degenerate conic in a finite
desarguesian plane of even order. Let X be the point of intersection of AD and BC , and Y
the point of intersection of AB and C D. Then the line joining X and Y is incident with the
nucleus N of the conic.
Suppose l is incident in Fig.q3/ with the points Q and R of H. Then P I Q and P I R
because both Q and R are of type III. Note that the line Q is incident with the points Q
and Q2 of H (in PG.2; q3/), and that the line R is incident with the points R and R2
of H (in PG.2; q3/).
Consider a Pascal configuration on the hexagon .Q; Q; Q2 ; R; R; R2/. As in Lemma 1,
let X D QR \ Q R , Y D QR2 \ Q2 R , and Z D Q2 R \ Q R2 . Then X , Y and Z are
collinear, and by examining the images under  of the Pascal configuration it is easy to see
that Y D X and Z D X2 .
We argue that the nucleus N of the conic together with the points P , P , P2 , X , Y and Z
form a subplane of order 2 in PG.2; q3/. It will then be shown that this implies that l cannot
be incident in Fig.q3/ with any point of H − fQ; Rg, completing the proof of the theorem.
(Obviously, Q 6D N 6D R as N is of type I whereas Q and R are of type III.)
By examining the quadrangle Q , Q2 , R , R2 , it follows from Lemma 2 that the line of
PG.2; q3/ joining Y and P is incident with the nucleus N . Since X , Y and Z form an orbit
under hi and the nucleus N is fixed under the action of this group, the lines joining X to P2
and Z to P are also lines of PG.2; q3/ incident with the nucleus.
Consider a Pascal configuration in H based on the hexagon .Q; Q; R2 ; R; R; Q2/. Then
X D QR\ Q R , P D QQ2 \ RR2 and P D Q Q2 \ R R2 are collinear by Lemma 1.
A similar argument (or by considering orbits under hi) shows that Y , P , P2 are collinear
in PG.2; q3/, and so are Z , P , P2 . Hence the nucleus N of the conic together with the
points P , P , P2 , X , Y and Z form a subplane of order 2 in PG.2; q3/.
In any finite desarguesian plane of even order a quadrangle determines a unique subplane of
order 2, and so given the points N , P , P , P2 , the points X , Y and Z are determined. We
use this fact to show that in Fig.q3/ the line l cannot be incident with any point of H−fQ; Rg.
Suppose l is also incident in Fig.q3/ with S 2 H − fQ; Rg. Then the Pascal configuration
based on the points Q , Q, Q2 , S , S and S2 by the previous paragraph must again have
Pascal points X , Y and Z . But for any pair of distinct lines incident with Q and meeting one
of the points X , Y or Z , at least one of the lines must meet one of R, R or R2 . Hence there
is no Pascal configuration on the points Q , Q, Q2 , S , S and S2 with Pascal points X , Y
and Z , for S 2 H−fQ; Rg. Therefore, any line l of Fig.q3/ contains at most two points of H.
2
It is easy to see that there is exactly one equivalence class of hyperovals constructed in this
way in the Figueroa planes. Indeed the collineation group of the Figueroa planes contains
the full collineation group of the fixed (desarguesian) subplane, and so is transitive on regular
hyperovals in the fixed subplane. Since the nucleus and three points of a conic determine a
unique regular hyperoval (so the hyperoval in the subplane determines the hyperoval in the
larger plane), the result follows.
In [11], T. Penttila and I. Pinneri construct two hyperovals in the plane PG.2; 64/, one of
which has a collineation stabilizer of order 60, the other of order 15. By computer it is possible
to show that the hyperoval with collineation stabilizer of order 60 is a hyperoval in Fig.64/.
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Recently in [4], the Penttila–Pinneri hyperovals were shown to belong to an infinite class, and
the authors are currently working on the problem of whether these too will be hyperovals in
Figueroa planes.
4. UNITALS IN FIGUEROA PLANES
A polarity  of a projective plane is an involutory bijection between the set of points and the
set of lines of the plane that preserves incidence, i.e. for a point P and a line l, P Il , l I P .
A point P is absolute if P I P . A line l is absolute if l I l. The polarity is unitary if the set
of absolute points consists of the points of a unital in the plane.
The study of unitals began in 1946 with the paper by R. Baer [1]. Baer showed that a polarity
of a projective plane of order q has at least q C 1 absolute points and that, if equality occurs,
then the set of absolute points is a line if q is even and an oval if q is odd. He also showed
that if there are more than q C 1 absolute points, then q is a square, and if moreover every
non-absolute line has q1=2 C 1 absolute points, then the set of absolute points is a unital. In
1970, M. Seib sharpened this result by showing that a polarity of a projective plane of order q
has at most q3=2C1 absolute points and that, if equality occurs, then the set of absolute points
is a unital [12].
In this section unitals are constructed in all finite Figueroa planes of square order. The
method is essentially the same as that used by J. M. Nowlin Brown [10] to show that the
Ovali di Roma could be described as the absolute points of a polarity. The following result is
proved.
THEOREM 2. The plane Fig.q6/ possesses a unitary polarity, and hence admits unitals.
First we need some notation.
Represent the points of PG.2; q6/ via homogeneous coordinates over GF.q6/, i.e.
h.a; b; c/i for a; b; c 2 GF.q6/ and .a; b; c/ 6D .0; 0; 0/;
and similarly lines by
h[a; b; c]i for a; b; c 2 GF.q6/ and [a; b; c] 6D [0; 0; 0]:
Incidence is then given by the dot product
h.a; b; c/iI h[a0; b0; c0]i , aa0 C bb0 C cc0 D 0:
Homogeneous coordinates of the line on two (distinct) points h.a; b; c/i, h.a0; b0; c0/i are given
by the cross product
h.a; b; c/ .a0; b0; c0/i:
To avoid awkward notation the angle brackets will be dropped in the following.
Define a polarity  by
.a; b; c/ D [a; b; c]q3 D [aq3 ; bq3 ; cq3 ] and [a; b; c] D .a; b; c/q3 D .aq3 ; bq3 ; cq3/:
Then it is well known that the absolute points of  are the points of a unital U in PG.2; q6/,
and the absolute lines are the tangent lines to U .
Let  be the order 3 automorphism of PG.2; q6/ defined by
.a; b; c/ D .aq2 ; bq2 ; cq2/ and [a; b; c] D [aq2 ; bq2 ; cq2 ]
and Fig.q6/ be the Figueroa plane of order q6 determined by , as in Section 2.
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LEMMA 3.
(1) Any point P of Fig.q6/ has the same type as the line P .
(2) Any line l of Fig.q6/ has the same type as the point l .
(3) For any point P of type III, P D P .
(4) For any line l of type III, l D l .
PROOF.
(1) Let P D .a; b; c/, so
P D [a; b; c]q3 ; .P / D .[a; b; c]q3/q2 D [a; b; c]q5 ; .P /2 D [a; b; c]q7 :
Then P is of type I , .P / D P , [a; b; c]q5 D [a; b; c]q3 , [a; b; c]q2 D
[a; b; c], P D P , P is a point of type I.
If P 6D P , then P , P and P2 are collinear in PG.2; q6/
, .P  P/:P2 D 0
, [bq3cq5 − cq3bq5 ; cq3aq5 − aq3cq5 ; aq3bq5 − bq3aq5 ]:.a; b; c/q7 D 0
, .[bcq2 − cbq2 ; caq2 − acq2 ; abq2 − baq2 ]:.a; b; c/q4/q3 D 0
, ..a; b; c/ .a; b; c//:.a; b; c/2 D 0
, P , P and P2 are collinear:
(2) Similarly.
(3) ..a; b; c/ / D [aq3 ; bq3 ; cq3 ]q2  [aq3 ; bq3 ; cq3 ]q4 D .[a; b; c]q2  [a; b; c]q4/q3 D
[a; b; c]
(4) Similarly. 2
PROOF (OF THEOREM 2). We show that  is also a polarity of Fig.q6/. It is sufficient to
show that if a point P and a line l are both of type III, then P IFl , l IF P . But for such a
point and line
l IF P , P I l
, P I l (by Lemma 3)
, l I P (since  is a polarity of PG.2; q6//
, P IFl (definition of IF )
Hence  is a polarity of Fig.q6/.
We now determine the absolute points of  in Fig.q6/. Let U be the set of absolute points
of  in PG.2; q6/.
A point P of Fig.q6/ is absolute
, P IF P
, (P is of type I or II and P I P ) or (P is type III and P I P)
, (P is a type I or II point of U) or (P is type III and P I P)
, (P is a type I or II point of U) or (P is type III and P is a type III tangent line to U):
Hence the absolute points of  in Fig.q6/ are the type I and II points of U together with the
images of the type III tangents to U under . The polarity  is clearly unitary (in Fig.q6/)
since the number of absolute points is q9 C 1. 2
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